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SECTION 6.  PROBLEM SOLVING 
 

 

WIC encourages Vendors to complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 each time 

an authorized representative does not follow correct procedures when redeeming WIC checks.  

By reporting the problems encountered by cashiers, WIC can reduce the number of program 

errors or abuse committed by WIC authorized representatives.  Some common problems and 

suggested actions are explained below. 

 

1. Expired WIC Checks and Post Dated WIC Checks 

 The valid dates on the WIC check must always be verified by the cashier prior to 

ringing up the WIC sale. 

 The “First Day to Use” on the WIC check is the first day the Vendor may accept the 

WIC check. 

 The “Last Day to Use” on the WIC check is the last day the Vendor may accept the 

WIC check.  The WIC check is good through 11:59 p.m. of the last day to use. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT WIC CHECKS BEFORE OR AFTER THE VALID 

DATES. 

 

 If you are presented with a WIC check with an expired date or a WIC check that is 

post dated, cashier should do the following: 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Politely let the customer know you cannot accept WIC checks that are expired or post 

dated. 

 For post dated WIC checks, ask the customer to come back when the WIC check is 

valid. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Program Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the 

WIC VMU at (808) 586-8189. 

 

2.  WIC Check is Post Dated and “Date of Use” or “Amount” Has Been Entered 

 The valid dates on the WIC check must always be verified by the cashier prior to 

ringing up the WIC sale. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT WIC CHECKS BEFORE OR AFTER THE VALID 

DATES. 
 

 If you have entered the “Date of Use” or “Amount” on a post dated (not yet valid) 

WIC check, cashier should do the following: 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Politely let the customer know you cannot accept WIC checks that are post dated. 

 Point out your error (“Date of Use” or “Amount” written in) to the customer. 

 Explain to the customer that the WIC check can still be used. 

 Ask the customer to come back when the WIC check is within the valid dates. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 
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Helpful Hints:  This problem can be avoided by doing the following: 

 Look at the WIC check and verify valid dates before beginning to ring up the sale. 

 Handle each WIC check separately. 

 

3. Wrong Food Purchased and “Date of Use” or “Amount” Has Been Entered 

 Cashiers must always check that the customer is redeeming the proper quantities and 

types of foods. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT WIC CHECKS IF THE FOODS BEING PURCHASED 

ARE NOT LISTED ON THE WIC CHECK. 
 

 If you have entered the “Amount” or “Date of Use” on a WIC check which does not 

list the foods the customer is purchasing, cashier should do the following: 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Politely let the customer know that the foods on the WIC check do not match the 

foods being purchased. 

 Point out your error (“Amount” or “Date of Use” written in) to the customer. 

 Explain to the customer that the WIC check can still be used. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

Helpful Hints:  This problem can be avoided by doing the following: 

 Look at the WIC check and verify the foods before beginning to ring up the WIC 

sale. 

 Ring up the food in the order it appears on the WIC check. 

 Handle each WIC check separately. 

 

4.  WIC Check’s “Date of Use” or “Amount” Already Filled In 

 WIC Checks with pre-written “Date of Use” or “Amount” information should be 

accepted. 

 The “Date of Use” and “Amount” are the only areas of the WIC check that can be 

corrected. 

 

 If you are presented with a WIC check and the “Date of Use” or “Amount” 

information is already filled in, cashier should do the following: 

 Review the “Date of Use” and “Amount” information previously entered.  Do not 

accept the WIC check if the “Date of Use” or “Amount” has been scratched out, 

erased, scribbled over, written over, or corrected with white-out. 

 Accept the WIC check if the information written in previously has not been altered or 

tampered. 

 Process the sale following the procedures outlined in Section 5. WIC Check 

Redemption. 

 Draw a single straight line (in permanent black ink) through the incorrect “Date of 

Use” or “Amount.” 

 Write in the correct “Date of Use” or “Amount” (in permanent black ink). 

 Initial the correction (in permanent black ink). 
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 For instructions on how to correct errors on the WIC check, refer to Section 5. WIC 

Check Redemption. 

 

5. Cashier Forgot to Get Customer’s Signature 

 Cashiers are required to witness the signature at the time of purchase. 

 Cashiers are required to verify the client’s signature by comparing the signature on 

the WIC check with the signature on the WIC ID Folder. 

 

 If you forget to get the customer’s signature, Vendor should do the following: 

 Payment may be made.  Submit the unsigned WIC check and a copy of the receipt for 

second level review as described in Section 7. WIC Vendor Payments. 

 Vendors are not allowed to contact WIC clients. 

 Do not deposit an unsigned WIC check.  Federal Regulations prohibit payment if an 

unsigned WIC check is deposited and rejected for payment. 

 

6.  Signatures Do Not Match 

 The customer’s signature on the WIC check should always match the customer’s 

signature on the WIC ID Folder. 

 The cashier or person in charge determines if the signatures are a reasonable match. 

 The signatures do not have to be exactly the same, but they should have the same 

characteristics. 

 If one of the signatures is missing a middle initial, the WIC check should still be 

accepted. 

 

 If the customer signs the WIC check and the signature does not match the signature 

on the WIC ID Folder, cashier should do the following: 

 If possible, make a copy of the WIC check. 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Politely let the customer know you cannot accept WIC checks when the signature 

does not match the signature on the WIC ID Folder. 

 Ask the customer to take the WIC check to the WIC clinic and ask for assistance. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

7. Customer’s Signature Does Not Appear on the WIC ID Folder 

 The customer’s WIC ID Folder should be signed prior to entering the store. 

 Do not accept WIC checks if the customer’s signature does not appear on the WIC ID 

Folder. 

 

 If you are presented with a WIC ID Folder that does not have the customer’s 

signature, cashier should do the following: 

 Politely give the WIC check and WIC ID Folder back to the customer. 

 Politely let the customer know you cannot accept WIC checks if their signature does 

not appear on the WIC ID Folder. 

 Ask the customer to take the WIC check and WIC ID Folder back to WIC. 
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 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

However, if you are presented with a WIC ID Folder that does not have the 

customer’s signature and the customer voluntarily shows you their driver’s license 

or other form of identification, cashier may do the following: 

 Compare the customer’s name on their driver’s license (or other form of 

identification) against the Authorized Representative’s printed name on the 

customer’s WIC ID Folder. 

 Compare the customer’s signature on their driver’s license (or other form of 

identification) against the customer’s signature on the WIC check. 

 If both signatures match, you may complete the sale. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

8. Ripped or Torn WIC Checks 

 WIC’s banking contractor requires the following key information to process WIC 

checks: MICR information (bank routing number, account number, and check 

number), the WIC Vendor Number, the date of the transaction, the customer’s 

signature, and the amount of the transaction. 

 

 If you are presented with a ripped or torn WIC check, cashier should do the 

following: 

 Tape the WIC check together, and review the WIC check for all of the necessary 

information. 

 If the WIC check contains all of the required information, proceed to process the WIC 

check as outlined in the WIC Vendor Manual. 

 If the WIC check is missing any of the required information, ask the customer to take 

the WIC check back to WIC. 

 

9. WIC Checks Marked With a Pen, Pencil, or Highlighter 

 WIC customers and WIC Vendors may use a pencil, pen or highlighter to check, 

circle, or highlight the preprinted information on WIC checks to assist them while 

shopping or processing a WIC sale. 

 If a highlighter is used, it must be light in color (i.e., yellow) so as not to block the 

printed information. 

 Do NOT accept or process WIC checks where the MICR information (i.e., bank 

routing number, account number, check number) has been written over or altered. 

 WIC’s banking contractor will NOT accept WIC checks that have information 

altered.  Altered WIC checks are checks that appear to have any preprinted 

information changed (i.e., dates, client name, food quantities and description, etc.).  

Also, any additions to the printed information would be considered an alteration. 
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 If you are presented with WIC check marked with a pen, pencil or highlighter 

where all printed information is not altered, cashier should do the following: 

 Process the WIC sale as usual. 

 

10. Altered WIC Checks 

 Altered WIC checks are checks that appear to have any preprinted information 

changed.  Examples of alterations: 

 Dates changed (First Day to Use, Last Day to Use) 

 Erasures 

 White-out 

 Items written over (client name, dates, food quantities and descriptions, etc.) 

 Items scratched out (client name, dates, food quantities and descriptions, etc.) 

(i.e., dates, client name, food description, etc.). 

 DO NOT ACCEPT WIC CHECKS THAT APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN 

ALTERED. 

 The WIC banking contractor looks for alterations before paying any WIC check; 

altered checks are rejected. 

 

 If you are presented with a WIC check that is altered, cashier should do the 

following: 

 If possible, make a copy of the WIC check. 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Do not accuse the customer of altering the WIC check. 

 Ask the customer to take the WIC check back to WIC. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

11. WIC Check is Pre-signed 

 Cashiers must witness the customer signing the WIC check. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT WIC CHECKS IF THEY HAVE BEEN PRE-SIGNED. 

 

 If you are presented with a WIC check that has been pre-signed, cashier should do 

the following: 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Politely inform the customer that you cannot accept pre-signed WIC checks. 

 Ask the customer to take the WIC check back to WIC. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

12. WIC Checks From Another State 

 Each state contracts with WIC Vendors authorized to redeem WIC checks in their 

state. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT WIC CHECKS ISSUED BY ANOTHER STATE. 
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 If you are presented with a WIC check from another state, cashier should do the 

following: 

 Politely give the WIC check back to the customer. 

 Politely inform the customer that you cannot accept out-of-state WIC checks. 

 Refer the customer to the nearest WIC location.  The customer may be eligible to 

receive WIC benefits from Hawaii WIC. 

 

13. WIC Checks Have “DO NOT PURCHASE AT WIC STORE” 

 Vendors are not allowed to redeem WIC checks with the statement; these specialty 

formulas and medical foods are redeemable at contracted pharmacies. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT THE WIC CHECK. 

 

 If the customer wants to redeem WIC checks for specialty formulas, cashier should 

do the following: 

 Politely explain that you are not allowed to redeem this type of WIC check.  

 Ask the customer to go back to WIC for assistance to order the specialty formulas 

from contracted pharmacies. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

14. WIC Customer Wants a Rain Check or Credit 

 Vendors are not allowed to issue rain checks or credit. 

 DO NOT ACCEPT THE WIC CHECK. 

 

 If the customer wants a rain check or credit for WIC foods, cashier should do the 

following: 

 Explain that you are not allowed to issue rain checks or credit. 

 Ask the customer to go back to WIC for assistance. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

15. WIC Customer Asks for a Cash Refund for WIC Food 

 Vendors are not allowed to give cash refunds for food purchased with WIC checks. 

 REFUSE THE REQUEST. 
 

 If a customer asks for a cash refund, cashier should do the following: 

 Politely explain that you are not allowed to give refunds for food purchased with WIC 

checks. 

 Ask the customer to go back to WIC for assistance. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

 If you are unable to determine that the food items were purchased with a WIC 

check, or if your store policy does not require customers to provide a copy of the 
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sales receipt (and the customer does not have a sales receipt), cashier should do the 

following:  

 Politely ask the customer if the food was purchased with a WIC check (record 

customer’s response on WIC complaint form), and politely explain that you are not 

allowed to give refunds for food purchased with WIC checks. 

 Follow store procedures for documenting cash refunds or store credits issued to 

customers. 

 If you obtain a copy of the customer’s driver’s license or other form of identification, 

and/or require the customer to fill out a form in order to receive a cash refund or store 

credit, forward a copy of that information to the WIC VMU as an attachment to the 

Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it (along with 

pertinent information) to the WIC VMU at (808) 586-8189. 
 

16. Substitutions:  WIC Customer Wants Non-WIC Food or Foods Not Listed on the 

WIC Check 

 Substitutions are not allowed.  Only the food(s) listed on the WIC check may be 

purchased with the WIC check. 

 Only the issuing WIC agency can change the types of food a WIC participant should 

receive. 
 

 If the customer wants to purchase a non-WIC food or food that is not listed on the 

WIC check, cashier should do the following: 

 Politely tell the customer that substitutions are not allowed. 

 If the customer seems confused, or appears not to understand, ask the client to go 

back to WIC for assistance. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 
 

17. WIC Customer Wants to Exchange WIC Food or Infant Formula 

 Vendors are not allowed to exchange food (including infant formula) purchased with 

a WIC check for other brands or types of food. 

 Vendors are only allowed to make exchanges for an identical WIC food item when 

the original WIC food item is defective, spoiled, or has exceeded its “sell by” or “best 

if used by” or other date limiting the sale or use of the food item.  An identical food 

item means the exact brand and size as the original WIC food item obtained and 

returned by the WIC customer. 
 

 If a customer asks to exchange infant formula for another brand, size or type, 

Vendor should do the following: 

 Politely explain infant formula exchanges must be for the exact same brand, size 

and type of infant formula originally purchased.  Example of allowed 

exchanges: 

 Exchanging a dented 12.4 ounce can of powdered formula for another 12.4 

ounce can of the same powdered formula. 

 Providing exchanges for alternative brands or sizes or types of infant formula is 

strictly prohibited and is a vendor violation.  Examples of alternatives NOT allowed: 
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 Exchanging a 12.4 ounce can of powdered formula for a 12.2 ounce can of the 

same powdered formula. 

 Exchanging a 12.4 ounce can of brand “A” powdered formula for a 13 fluid 

ounce can of the same brand “A” formula in concentrate form or a 32 fluid ounce 

can of the same brand “A” formula in ready-to-feed form. 

 Exchanging a 12.4 ounce can of brand “A” powdered formula for a 12.4 ounce 

can of brand “B” powdered formula.   

 For all other infant formula exchange requests, ask the customer to go back to 

WIC (the customer must return the formula to WIC and WIC will issue a 

replacement WIC check). 

 If the customer brings in a physician’s prescription, refuse the request and ask the 

customer to go to WIC with the prescription. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

(808) 586-8189. 

 

 If a customer asks to exchange WIC food for another brand or type, cashier should 

do the following: 

 Refuse the request. 

 Politely explain to the customer that exchanges are not allowed. 

 Complete a Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001 and fax it to the WIC VMU 

at (808) 586-8189. 

 

18. Rude or Abusive WIC Customer 

 Keep customer service in mind. 

 

 If a WIC customer is rude or abusive, cashier should do the following: 

 If you cannot resolve the problem at the store level, report the customer to the WIC 

VMU using the Hawaii WIC Vendor Complaint Form V-001.  Fax the form to the 

WIC VMU at (808) 586-8189. 

 Call the WIC VMU at (808) 586-4776 if you do not have a Hawaii WIC Vendor 

Complaint Form V-001 available or if the problem requires the immediate attention 

of the WIC VMU. 


